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This month’s theme is near and dear to me working for a company that is generally
friendly toward non-company owned devices. It’s wasn’t long before the first production
iPad made its way onto the corporate network and emails began arriving with the “Sent
from my iPad” signature.
It seems that the line between personal and work-issued devices doesn’t really exist
anymore. Maybe it’s a suggestion or guideline now. Take a serious look at your electronic
activities over the last month. How much work did you do on a personal device and how
many personal activities crept onto your work machines? Everyone here is guilty of taking
a work call or answering a work email on their personal device, and I can imagine that
every once in a while a stock trade, fantasy football lineup1, or a last minute gift purchase
might be made on a work machine.
Webmail and smartphones in the workplace helped make this more prevalent.
“Thanks”2 to webmail, I don’t need my work machine, I just need a machine. Thanks
to smartphones, I don’t need my personal music device, I just need earbuds. In fact,
in my world my personal machine IS my work machine. Our company drinks our own
champagne, which means (among other things) I have an on-demand virtual desktop with
all my productivity applications ready for me to use. I supplied my machine, purchased all
of my own software licenses for my part, and use my company’s licenses for some of the
more advanced tools that live in my virtual desktop.
I believe this is the beginning of a trend that will continue over the next several years.
Workers will be expected to show up with their own gear or be given a periodic allocation
of funds to procure one. Most kids going through college today have their own laptop—
granted, in varying degrees of disrepair—and smartphone. What does this mean for
security professionals? Quite a bit actually.
For years, the general paradigm for network security has been that if a device is on the
LAN, it should be trusted. Therefore, we must put controls in place to prevent devices
from joining the LAN. Insert VPNs and a remote or traveling workforce and we have
another issue to consider… should these remote devices trusted? Devices that we cannot
physically secure and control? Now include on-site visitors that need network access.
Finally, add users bringing their own machines to the table.
You can’t trust the LAN anymore, and you probably never should have.
It’s time to re-think the models we use to deploy security inside of our companies. If you
assumed the bad guys were on the LAN, how would that change your strategy for keeping
data secure? If you were forced to allow non-corporate owned and operated devices on
your network, how would you build controls to do this in a secure way?
It is possible, you just have to think creatively.
And with the economics of cloud computing, you better believe that your company’s next
IT transformation is going to take concepts like this into account when allocating budgets
and strategy. Imagine how much money your company could save without asset tracking,
device procurement and management, and even facilities to house carbon-based life
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I am missing the NFL already. LEsigh.
You see what I did there? It’s like “Congrats on being Executive Platinum again!”
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forms! I certainly would not want to be in commercial real estate when companies start
sending large parts of their workforce home as opposed to keeping them in high rises.
Pop quiz, hot shot. Assume that your network has already been compromised and that
bad guys are present. Assume that you will not be able to control (and thus won’t have to
support) every single device on your network. Assume that you will have multiple points
of entry from the outside, which can be somewhat controlled, but must support workers
in the field. What do you do?
What do you do?
Now that you have broken the traditional paradigm, take those assumptions and architect
a solution that meets the goals of your company while keeping you in check with the
various types of security and compliance initiatives you handle on a daily basis. It’s not
impossible, and you will have to compromise in some areas while investing in others.
It’s going to happen, will you be ready?
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